ENGINEERING ABROAD

Study Abroad
UC San Diego
What kind of Study Abroad experience are you looking for?

- Study abroad to fulfill G.E. requirements
- Study abroad to fulfill engineering requirements
- An internship or research experience
- A summer study abroad experience
- Study abroad during the academic school year
First: Attend a Get Started session

Study Abroad!

Application Process: Work with program’s Study Abroad Advisor

Research Programs
Search for courses
Questions? VAC & Drop In advising

Meet with JSOE advisors & faculty to discuss courses
UCEAP's Course Catalog

UC San Diego's UCEAP Course Catalog

Searching for UCEAP Courses:
Search under program's Academics Tab
Links to UCEAP course database & host university course options
SUMMER PROGRAMS IN FOCUS

ITALY
LINEAR ALGEBRA IN ROME

Fulfill your linear algebra requirements over a summer and free up space in your schedule at UC to take other required classes. Complement your math course with an Italian culture elective on Ancient Roman Civilization or Italian Territory, Food, and Anthropology.

SPAIN
PYTHON AND DATA SCIENCE

Learn data science basics and the Python programming language in the amazing setting of Madrid. Supplementing theoretical instruction, spend time in impact hubs and in collaboration with a local startup company. Open to all, you don’t need to be a computer science major to participate.

GERMANY
TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY SUMMER

Get both theoretical and practical, hands-on experience studying engineering, computer science, or other fields. Experience trips to companies and research facilities in Berlin, a city with a strong industrial-arty feel. You will select one 2-week course and one 4-week course.

HONG KONG
HONG KONG SUMMER, HKUST

Explore Hong Kong’s rich history and heritage while taking classes in science, engineering, business, or social science. This international research university offers an affordable cost of living and a gateway for travel elsewhere in Asia once the term is completed.

Queen Mary Summer School, London, UK
Summer at Univ College London, UK
International Summer School at Maastricht, Netherlands
International Summer School at Yonsei, South Korea
UCEAP Summer Engineering Research

Summer STEM Research in Japan:
Univ Osaka & Univ Tokyo
- Impacted programs, first come first serve
- Interested Japan students should check out a Japan info session:
  Wed October 5 @ 2-3:30pm
  Tues October 11 @ 2-3:30pm

Summer STEM Research in Taipei, Hong Kong, Singapore
- Other great options to do full time summer lab research
Semester Programs

United Kingdom
Over 10 different schools to choose from.
Popular engineering options:
- University of Edinburgh Scotland
- Queen Mary
- Univ College of London
- Imperial College London [Year-Long]

Lund University, Sweden
Courses taught in English
Many options in Engineering
Juniors+ / 2.75 / Fall, Spring
Semester programs

Univ. of Melbourne, Australia
Univ. College of Dublin
Chinese Univ Hong Kong
Hong Kong Univ of Science & Tech
Univ. of Cape Town, S. Africa

Engineering in another language

Pontifical Catholic Univ of Rio de Janeiro
University of Santiago, Chile
Univ of Bordeaux, France
Ecole Polytechnique - Paris, France
Computer Science, Engineering, Economics, Math, Physics majors
Junior+ / 3.0 min / courses taught in English
(French with min. eligibility) / fall, spring AY

Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW) - Zurich, Switzerland
MAE, ECE majors
Junior+ / courses taught in English (German with min. eligibility) / fall, spring, AY
**still able to nominate students for SP23 until 10/15/22 - submit a short statement of interest to Study Abroad.

Universidad Pública de Navarra (UPNA) - Pamplona, Spain
Engineering majors
Junior+ / courses taught in English (Spanish with min. eligibility) / fall, spring
UC Davis Summer 2023

Summer Engineering Internships

ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE Internships

Tokyo, Japan — June 22—August 21, 2023
Intern in innovative and high-tech Tokyo to advance your career goals.

Seoul, South Korea — July 12—September 9, 2023
Intern in information technology and computer science in Seoul to advance your career goals.

Barcelona, Spain — June 17—July 29, 2023
Spend the summer on the coast of the Mediterranean in dynamic Barcelona as an engineering intern.

ENVIRONMENT, GREEN TECH, SUSTAINABILITY Internships

Auckland or Wellington, New Zealand — July 4—August 19, 2023
Intern in the fields of environmental science, green technology, and sustainability in New Zealand, where their history is built on respect for the environment.

Valencia, Spain — June 21—August 5, 2023
Work with environmental engineering, architecture, urban planning, research, sustainable development, or policy in Spain.

Summer Engineering Abroad

Thermodynamics in the Land of Fire and Ice
Reykjavik, Iceland
Dates — June 20—July 18, 2023
Academic Area — Engineering

Google: "UC Davis Summer Study Abroad Engineering" for more info
OAP providers with engineering options:
AIFS, API, Arcadia, Boston U., CEA, IES, IFSA-Butler, SIT

[EXPO: October 17 ~ 10-2 ~ at Town Square]
Thank You! Questions?

EXPO
UC SAN DIEGO'S ONLY STUDY ABROAD FAIR!

MONDAY OCTOBER 17
10AM - 2PM
TOWN SQUARE

STUDYABROAD.UCSD.EDU
facebook/instagram: @STUDYABROADUCSD